1. Remove all Mini Star Poles from the bags and lay out on the ground, Stand up top section and spread the legs out equally to create stability.

2. Remove Mini Star Canopy from the bag and throw it over the top section ensuring that it is all evenly distributed and the centre point is placed over the bracket at the top of the structure. Line up the velcro fixings on the inside of the canopy with each leg and attach.

3. Spread out the legs again moving them left or right accordingly to ensure even distribution until the material of the canopy becomes tight between each leg.

4. Get the 6 inner sections and lay out next to each leg, lifting up a leg at a time insert the inner section locating the pip in the hole at the bottom of the top section legs and repeat until all sections are in place * Note – Insert every other leg first creating a tripod then repeat with the remaining legs to ensure the structure remains stable. Line Up the canopy with the legs and attach any velcro fixings as before.

5. Repeat Step 4 With the 6 outer sections ensuring that all legs are lined up with the canopy, pull out the legs of the structure as far as the canopy will allow and adjust the legs left or right accordingly to create tight arches between each one.

6. Place each of the 6 foot plates at the base of each leg and working around slide each of the legs into a fixing collar, run the tension strap located on the inside of each of the canopies legs through the back of the tension buckle and pull through tight. Make any final adjustments left or right aiming to line up each leg with the sewn line down leg of the canopy and pull tension strap again to give a final adjustment.

7. Once your happy with how the canopy sits, fix the marquee into place by either locating a peg in each of the holes on the corner of the footplates or slotting the weights over the upright neck of the footplate (ideally 3 weights on each)

Your Mini Star Is now ready To use.